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Abstract
Since 1812 when Russia occupied Bessarabia, tearing it from the medieval state of Moldova, people in this territory have experienced much hardship and desperation but never had such favorable conditions for deciding its destiny as now. During this time, the territory was chopped up and shared and the people could do nothing. The big countries were deciding their fate. When the USSR collapsed, Moldova gained a real chance to develop as an independent state and end the vicious circle of uncertainty.
Although now the economical situation of Moldova is not very good, the willingness of the democratic community to help the new states attain democracy provides a great opportunity for Moldova. Even though Moldova has made significant steps implementing reforms, and is well ahead with these reforms in comparison to other states of the former USSR, it has already made many mistakes that worsen its situation.
Analyzing the experiences of Southern Asian countries and Poland, and comparing them with steps taken in Moldova, it becomes clear why Moldovian reforms didn't bring the desired results. The Asian countries made reforms easier for their people by taking well-defined steps.
They made corrections when something didn't work or when moving to another stage of reforms. That was suitable for them since their economy, although not effective, nevertheless was working. For Moldova, which inherited a segment of the former USSR economy and has no resources, the situation deteriorates day by day. Reforms must be provided quickly and decisively like in Poland. Poland tried for ten years to make reforms, but only the program begun vii in 1990 succeeded. This was because the program was well planned and strictly executed.
Previous programs failed and brought the country to a disastrous position by 1990. This shows that only a short, well-defined and decisive program has a chance to succeed in such cases.
Delaying reforms can only cause the situation to deteriorate. This paper does not have the aim to give concrete economic solutions but rather to emphasize the chance that Moldova has now. There also are identified some mistakes that should be avoided in the future, and finally, some insights on how other countries resolved similar 
Introduction
The historical location between the Russian, Ottoman, and Austro-Hungarian empires has put such imprints on Moldovian destiny, that consequences coming from history influence the present and the future of this country. Since 1711, when the Russian army led by Peter the Great appeared for the first time in Moldova, 1 the territory known as Bessarabia changed hands between Romania and Russia several times. 2 This territory includes the eastern part of the medieval state Moldova, which is the current territory of Republic of Moldova, except the southern part that now belongs to Ukraine (see map on page x). The changes coincided each time with the political and economical decline or rise of Russia.
What is the present situation of Moldova? Is it the next loop of that vicious spiral or a chance to take a tangential way to come out of it? It is difficult to predict the future of Moldova, but two distinct things are there. First, there are lessons from the historical events of this spiral, which have been repeated each time in a similar scenario. Second, there is the chance to consolidate as an independent state, where one of the main factors to become reality, is taking into account these lessons.
Since the 15 th century, when the Moldovian State appeared, uncertainty and hardship in this land were characteristics for the next few centuries. Empires and states appeared and disappeared in history as nations struggled for survival or dominance. In this struggle they fought each other cruelly for power, fame, and wealth. It's not clear what conditions make some nations so 1 Nicholas Dima, "From Moldavia to Moldova," Columbia University Press, New York, 1991, Page 11 2 Ibid. Page 1.
1 powerful and glorious in certain time frames and then become the subject of conquest by other strong nations. Moldova had its powerful peak and fall as well.
Moldova reached its apogee relatively shortly after its appearance as a state, during the reign of Stephan the Great. After annexation by Russian in 1812, the eastern part of Moldova was chopped up many times due to surrounding state's interests. The Republic of Moldova appeared in 1992 as a territory far smaller than the eastern part of medieval Moldova (Bessarabia), which was annexed in 1812. During that time, the ethnic group structure of the population of these territories was changed in artificial ways. The taken territories are lost, perhaps forever, but there are historical lessons that we must take into account when deciding the future destiny of this country. These lessons prompt us to follow a way to the consolidation of independence rather than to repeat historical mistakes that each time lead to the same result. 
The Chronology of Events and Their Impact on Territory and Population
The contextual elements that contributed to the current situation began to take shape much earlier than 1812, when Russia occupied Bessarabia. In its struggle for sovereignty, Moldova began to look for allies from the earlier years of its existence. That was characteristic for most small states at this time of uncertainty, and especially for Moldova, which was at the intersection, where three of the most powerful empires, Ottoman, Russian and Austro-Hungarian, began to take shape. In searching for allies, most of the time the Moldovian state's situation deteriorated and it became dependent on one or another empire.
The first attempt to find an ally to oppose the Turks, the closest and most ambitious empire in that time, was made by Stephan the Great. He tried to approach the Russians but was bitterly disappointed. 4 Perhaps he realized better than future leaders that, in a struggle for survival, it is better to rely on your own self than on allies, who often betray and shift alliances. The results of these Stalin's territorial reforms, appeared in 1991 when the USSR was dissolved and the Republic of Moldova found itself without any access to the sea because the districts of Ackerman and Ismail were given to Ukraine. On the strip of land on the left bank of the Dnester River received from Ukraine, the pro-Russian population organized a communist phantom-republic, fighting for the reunion with Russia.
Part 3 Political Aspects or Lessons Worthy to be Learned
In 1991, Moldova became an independent state. Looking to the future, it is important to take into consideration the current situation, but more important is to look back at the lessons of Bessarabian wide-track railroad wasn't rebuilt to match the Romanian narrow-track railroads.
The postwar period didn't change the situation too much. The Moldovian SSR continued to be a source of agricultural production for the USSR. Consisting of only 0.2% of Soviet territory,
Moldova produced approximately 2.3% of all Soviet agricultural produce. 34 That was possible not only because of fertile soil but also by extensive exploitation of lands with pesticides and herbicides, which poisoned soil and water for future generations. Though some industrial infrastructure was developed in postwar MSSR, it was concentrated primarily on the left bank of the Dnester River. The enterprises on the right bank were oriented to production of components for military complex enterprises in Russia and became useless when Moldova separated from the USSR. Two power plants were built on the left bank. Now, the Russian minority controlling the region threatened to cut off electricity to Moldova.
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The third lesson is about the major impact on the intellectuals of Bessarabia, which occurred each time when changes took place. The first impact occurred in 1940, when the Red Army occupied Bessarabia and the first wave of teachers, doctors, judges and other public employers, fearing the communist regime, left the country along with the Romanian army. In 1940, the Soviet "NKVD" continued the crippling of education, healthcare and other public systems. They exiled to Siberia the intellectual employers for "collaboration with Romanian bourgeois regime".
On the eve of war, the Soviets deported some 150,000 people from Bessarabia and Bukovina.
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At the same time, the vacant places were filled with Slavic "specialists". During 1940, over 13,000 specialists were assigned from Russia, Ukraine and Belorussia. 37 In 1944, when the Romanian Army withdrew, the intellectuals remembering the bitter experience of 1940, again left Bessarabia. The NKVD purges that followed in 1945-1947 completed the "job" when "the exploiting classes were deported to the remote parts of USSR for reeducation". 38 These changes of "masters" always affect the intellectual portion of the nation and then it takes decades to restore it. 
Part 4 Economic Aspects and Experience of Other Countries
The Actual Situation and Causes that Slow Reforms
The current situation for Moldova is twice as difficult as in Eastern European countries or
Asia. This situation is caused by the fact that the transition to the market economy coincided with the separation from the whole USSR economy. The Moldovian economy was a part of that larger economy. An economy oriented to the satisfaction of country needs is necessary to be built from the fragments of the old economic system. The fragmented economy, lack of resources, and lack of experience, requires undertaking a state program in order to prioritize the most necessary economic sectors.
In this situation, as the experiences of South Korea and China show, the government's role is crucial in reforms. All steps in South Korean reforms were carefully waged and planned.
When the expected results were not achieved, government introduced corrections in laws.
Moldova has liberalized foreign trade and investment by adopting legislation that treats foreign investors equal to domestic ones. 43 The "Law on Normative Land and Prices" gives all investors the right to lease or buy non-agricultural lands and plots through land auction.
44
Investment incentives also include a 50% tax break during the first five years for investors with invested capital of more than $250,000. Despite new legislation about economic activity in
Moldova that is favorable for investments, the reforms are not effective enough due to a number of objective and subjective factors. Objective factors include scarcity of resources, unresolved
Transnistrian conflict and the unfavorable climate for agriculture in 1984 and 1986. The first subjective factor is the reluctance of government in 1993-1996 to perform decisive privatization when the situation in the economy was more favorable because most enterprises worked.
Although a lot of small and medium sized enterprises were privatized since 1993, privatization via tender is progressing slowly. 45 The second factor is the unsatisfactory performance of adopted economic laws. Although actual legislation provides equality to foreign and domestic investors, the program of 1997-1998 included privatization with 25% paid up front and the rest in quarterly payments for domestic investors, but from foreign investors, was required the total payment on the spot. In addition, 28 enterprises are to be privatized in accordance with parliament approved individual projects. 46 The third factor includes increased budget deficit, subsidizing of a number of consumer goods, and big foreign loans that are used for current consumption rather than invested in development of the productive sphere.
Because the economical reforms weren't conducted decisively, gradual and indecisive steps taken by government didn't give a positive effect, as in Poland, where all steps were made concurrently and results were seen in a short time. A mistake was made when existing big state enterprises weren't included in the first round of privatization. Then these enterprises were operating and worth more. Now when more of them are bankrupt, they are not as attractive to foreign investors. Such electronic giants like "MEZON" and "ALFA", refrigerator and tractor factories were producing and had skilled workers back in 1994. Now, when these enterprises are on standby, they can't attract investors and are worth significantly less. The figures in Table 1 show how two enterprises that are important for the Moldovian economy gradually declined. privatization of some strategic enterprises like "Moldtelecom", those from the energy sector, and those from wine and tobacco processing industries. 48 As we see, Poland privatized the strategic enterprises to increase production thus resulting in benefits that provide privatization and foreign investments.
Although in Moldova steps were taken slowly to avoid shock, that didn't save the people from the shock that arrived, and is longer because the reforms didn't give the desired result. The situation of dependence on the energy resources, raw materials and the lost market in the East requires important reforms, which would give results in the short term. The amount of external debt from 1993 to 1997 in Table 2 shows that Moldova borrowed an average every year of some $200 million. Basically, these are debts for imported energy resources that Moldova lacks. These debts grew constantly through 1999. Then the debt curve went up drastically. That is caused by 47 Raphael Shen "The Polish Economy", New York, Westport, Connecticut, London, Page 151 the fact that in 1999-2000 Moldova will have to spend 25% of its budget to repay the interest on loans that were taken earlier. 49 That situation is a result of mistaken, prolonged and indecisive reforms. The situation is worsened by two other factors, which affect the Moldovian trade with other countries. First the Transnistrian regime controls all bridges on the Dnester River and is a serious obstacle for the transit to the eastern countries. Second, Ukraine applies country of destination rules to tariffs and excise duties, and imposes a tax on goods in transit due to concerns that these goods will be illegally sold in the Ukraine. 50 These duties make Moldovian goods expensive in Commonwealth countries and cause problems for exports. In addition, the gas and fuel imported from Russia and Commonwealth countries also have duties imposed that make them more expensive. The production of most electricity in the Transnistrian region and transport of all imported gas through it worsens the situation. That factor made the situation with debts for energy even more confused.
The Trade Imbalance and the Danger of Economic Dependence
Our short experience of independence shows that it's important to have a balanced ratio of trade with other countries. First, a big ratio of trade with countries with unstable economies Any crisis in a big country can significantly affect the economic situation of a smaller country.
Thus, in 1998, the economic trouble of Russia, with whom Moldova conducts 55% of its trade, was a major cause of the 8.6% drop in the Moldovian GDP. 51 The Russian financial default of 1998 had a relatively small impact on their huge economy but a really disastrous effect for Moldova, which had signs of stopping its economic decline by that time. In 1999, the Moldovian GDP dropped by 5% and inflation increased to 40%. According to the Vice Premier Minister Slopac, the main cause of this situation was the economic crisis in Russia and the consequences that the latest problem had on our economy due to the preponderant orientation of exports toward the eastern markets. 52 The figures in Table 3 show the tendency of Moldovian trade with Russia in the period 1993-1997. Although imports decreased during this time, the exports increased, keeping the trade ratio excessive. State procurement prices for agricultural products were raised and free markets were allowed. The gradual transition from a planned state production that was 90% in 1978 and 5% in 1993 to market production allowed the gradual convergence of state-controlled prices (5.6% in 1978) and market prices (82.7% in 1993) . 59 That allowed a non-shock transition from state to market prices on food.
For Moldova, which already began protracted shock liberalization, it is too late to follow the Chinese model, but such action like a fair raising of procurement prices on agricultural products would ease the farmer's burden with surpluses. Low state procurement prices make farmers reluctant to sell their production. Internal markets overfilled with agricultural production decrease market prices and make the agricultural sector very unprofitable. This is because of "non-internal" prices on fuel and parts for machines required for production. In addition, farmers cannot export to external markets due to small quantities of surpluses. Thus, a fair state procurement program of farmer's surpluses would release the brakes in agricultural reforms.
The Role of Protection of Internal Market in Initial Phase
Facilitating the export of local furnishers on international markets, the government should coordinate the accessibility of imported goods to the local market. The flooding of the market with cheap and low-quality goods damages the production of local goods. The lack of protection on local products makes possible such a paradox as the delivery of food products from Poland when the agricultural sector is the main product of the Moldovian economy, and local furnishers cannot realize production. The flood of cheap and low quality textiles from Turkey makes the local factories reduce production and that has a dual impact, affecting workers and the flow of taxes into the budget. Moldovian textile enterprises constituted a large part of light industry of MSSR and now most of them are idle or operate at minimum capacity. It is not excessive to say that textiles are one of the few goods on which Moldova has no restrictions for export on the European Union market.
South Korea and China resolved this problem by encouraging the import of production machinery but protecting internal markets from imported consumer goods that could be produced locally. Thus, South Korea had a long period of export promotion and import protection during the 1970 's . That was followed by trade liberalization in the 1980. China started reforms by first promoting exports and direct foreign investments. Imports were liberalized later.
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The Role of Foreign Investments in Success of Reforms
When following the way to real independence, it is useful to study the experience of other countries. The closest country, and representing one of the best examples of rising from the crisis, is Poland. One of the secrets of that miracle is the liberalization of property for foreign investments. Since Jan. 1989, foreign investors may own 100% of companies on Polish soil. has been launched. 63 The figures in Table 4 show the proportionality of growth of foreign investments and real GDP in Poland in 1990-1995. Unfortunately, the privatization in Moldova didn't involve much foreign capital. In addition provided quick results in Poland. Inflation has dropped from 249% in 1990 to 14.5% in 1997.
That made the privatization shock short and effective.
Today's availability of foreign capital for investments is an important asset for developing countries. Poland showed that the creation of suitable conditions and legal basis makes the country attractive to investors. That also made possible the introduction of new technologies and facilitated access to international markets. As Barry Hughes noted, technology is less expensive and less time-consuming to adapt than to develop. The rapid rise of the Japanese economy came during a period when Japan was a technology importer and adapter, not an innovator. spheres as banking, finance, credit and insurance they were increased by 64%. 68 That was done in conditions of 1995 when the annual growth of consumer prices was only 12.1%, the annual growth of the exchange rate of national currency to US dollar was 5.3%, and reforms required strict budget. 69 Second, the elimination of the budget deficit wasn't performed at all and every year the budget was adopted with a deficit. By the end of year the expenditures were much more than were planned. The budget deficit figures in Tables 5 and 6 show how two countries in similar difficult situations, respected the reform requirements in the initial decisive period of reforms. 
The Creation of an Industry Working for Export-The Strategic Aim
It's clear that the export of agricultural products that prevails in Moldova now is not enough to cover the purchase of energy resources and raw materials. That requires a radical change in the ratio of agricultural production in favor of industrial production. Most of the newly industrialized countries reached high development by creating industry capable of producing competitive goods for export, though all of them started with liberalization in agriculture. Taking into consideration that agriculture alone can't save the situation because of energy imports, industry targeted on exports must be built. Goods that are produced should be enough to satisfy internal needs, and a large part of them should be exported in order to cover the procurement of energy resources and raw materials. These goods must be qualitative and cheap enough to be competitive on the international market.
The newly industrialized countries in South Asia approached the problem similarly in resolving that task. The policy of China and South Korea in promoting rapid industrialization included special tax incentives to local and foreign investors, especially for production of exportable goods. Their policy includes duty-free imports of raw materials and the machinery necessary for production of competitive export products, as well as income policies designed to keep wages low. These actions help maintain a hospitable environment for direct foreign investment. 78 The scarcity of energy resources, raw materials, and cheap qualified labor forces in Moldova, is similar to the situation of these countries, therefore, some aspects of their experience would be useful for Moldova.
The best way to begin the process of industrialization is to modernize existing light industry, namely the processing of foodstuffs. The availability of our own material and a network of 78 Barry B. Hughes, "Continuity and Change in World Politics", Third Edition, Page 388 enterprises simplify this task. To increase the quality of production to be competitive on the market, it is necessary to reconstruct the technological production lines. New technology, replacing the high-energy consuming equipment, will make production cheaper. The participation of foreign investors is again desirable, as they would facilitate access to world markets.
One of the main tasks should be the modernization of the tobacco and wine industries. These are the main assets of Moldovian light industry that didn't decline and can still provide revenue.
At the end of the 1980 's , Moldova produced over 110,000 tons of tobacco. This provided 35-40% of the necessary material for tobacco factories in the former USSR. In 1999, Moldova sold 500 tons of tobacco to the "British American Tobacco" company. 79 Taking into consideration the fact that it is more profitable to sell finished products than raw material, technological modernization of the tobacco factory and access to the world market must be the main concerns.
The next sectors of industry able to provide quick results are the textile and tannery industries. These sectors are the easiest to boost, but the strategic target must be the restoration and modernization of electronic giants. The electronics industry is the most favorable to develop for Moldova because of its energy and resources saving. 2.In order to reduce the economic dependence on other states, it is necessary to shape a national economy, which would satisfy internal demands. The first step should be to work out a state program. This program should specify some sectors as first priority in agriculture and industry. These should be those sectors, which would bring the most benefit to the country.
Government should promote a strict, deliberate policy of the distribution and expenditure of foreign loans. It is necessary to build a modern economical power plant to satisfy the internal demands with cheaper energy. The construction of the port-terminal on the Danube River that will allow buying fuel products from the Middle East region and facilitate access to external markets should be expedited.
3.
In order to boost the national economy it is necessary to attract foreign investments into the national economy. To facilitate this process, it is necessary to give priority to foreign investors until the economy is restored. The government should eliminate all possible factors that impede or discourage foreign investment. A coherent state policy toward the restoration and modernization of the light industry should be promoted. This should begin with the modernization of food processing enterprises and textiles and continue with the development of an electronics industry.
4.
In order to boost local production, temporary protection of internal markets is necessary.
This can be done by increasing taxes on imported products of current consumption while decreasing those on imports of machinery and technology. The Department of Agriculture should organize an informational program of market demands and prices in order to assist the farmers in selling their products. To support farmers, it is necessary to create special funds that would give them financial credits.
5.
In order to expedite reforms and shorten the shock period it is necessary to maintain a strict monetary, fiscal and budgetary policy. The main efforts should be directed to decreasing budget expenditures and improving tax collections.
Part 6
Conclusions
Past experience shows that history very seldom gives chances and to miss this opportunity is very costly. Bessarabia was torn from Moldova in 1812 as a result of Russian imperial expansion and the lack of diplomatic skills and irresponsibility of the Turkish Empire. This event led to more than a hundred years of Russian occupation. The Moldovian people could not do anything to decide their own destiny. In 1918, Moldova misused its chance to determine its own destiny, acting from emotional instinct rather than from a rational decision. Nevertheless this is a lesson that shows such a step is a dead end. To now join Romania would mean to repeat the same mistake again, because all disputed territories are sources of instability and unrest. In 1918 the chance wasn't realistic because Europe was engaged in WW-I. Now, when world democracies are willing to help us, we simply are obliged to accept the opportunity and consolidate our statehood.
During that time, Moldova was chopped into pieces and its territory was distributed to other nations without the people having an opportunity to object. The region was always undeveloped because it was viewed as a source of resources or a disputed territory. The intellectual portion of the population was forced to flee abroad while the remaining part was exiled and repressed. The territory was artificially colonized with other ethnic groups and a part of the local population was removed to Siberia and Kazachstan. All these events strengthened the argument for the consolidation of statehood in order to preserve population and territory.
The economic situation has offered a lot of lessons for these past eight years of independence. Beside the objective factors such as scarcity of resources and lack of experience, many causes of economic decline are subjective in character. Protracted reforms and maintenance of major economic relations with the East, whose economy is depressed, couldn't stop the economic decline, which appeared to stop by 1998. Russian payment default of August 1998 gave the next push and the decline continued. Analyzing our failures and the experiences of countries that were in a similar situation, but successfully boosted their economy, we can conclude the basic solutions. All three countries, Poland, South Korea and China, that we analyzed, had concrete programs and the state played the main role in reforms. The state established the laws and priorities that were the basis for successful reforms. In South Korea and
China the timeframe of reforms were longer than in Poland. There were some similarities however in all three countries. All three reforms were well calculated and coherent, and all steps strictly respected, while the state stood out as the main reformer and coordinator. The role of the state is not as important during the day-to-day operation of a market economy as during the transition period. The primary reform factors were foreign investment and new technology. The state stood out as the main facilitator for their implementation. The last important factor in reforms is the will of the state in maintaining strict monetary, fiscal and budgetary policies.
The main conclusion of this paper is that Moldova has the chance to consolidate its independence and must use it. Despite the fact that the internal economic situation is very difficult, there is a very favorable external situation in the willingness of democratic countries to help Moldova integrate into the world community. Key reform factors are the meticulous analysis of the actual economic situation, developing a concrete program for a well defined period of time, strict maintenance of reform's laws and policies, and the will to stand firmly during this transition period. 
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